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A three dimensional chitosan/vacuum-stripped graphene/polypyrrole interface with hierarchical porous structure was fabricated as a free-standing and flexible electrochemical sensing electrode for dopamine detection, which exhibits unprecedented good selectivity, high sensitivity (632.1 µA mM⁻¹ cm⁻²), wide linear response range (0.1–200 µM), low detection limit (19.4 nM, S/N = 3) and good sensing performance in human serum samples, outperforming previously reported 2D and 3D graphene and/or PPy modified electrode, and exhibiting comparable performance with Au modified electrode.

Dopamine (DA), a crucial catecholamine neurotransmitter, plays important physiological roles in the central nervous, renal, hormonal and cardiovascular systems.¹ ² The deficiency of DA neurotransmitter is associated with various serious disorders and diseases, such as senile dementia, Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, epilepsy and HIV infection.³ ⁴ Therefore, a key challenge is to develop simple, reliable and highly sensitive techniques for DA detection.

Electrochemical sensing of DA is simple, inexpensive and shows high sensitivity. However, the electrochemical detection of DA in biological samples is usually interfered by the coexisting ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA), which have similar oxidation potentials with DA.⁵ The sensitivity and selectivity of electrochemical DA sensors have been improved by modifying a conventional solid electrode, such as glassy carbon electrode (GCE)⁶⁻⁹ and gold electrode¹⁰ with various nanostructured materials including conductive polymers, metal complex and carbon nanomaterials to increase the active surface area and enhance the specific interaction with DA. Due to the planar nature of the conventional solid electrodes, the performance enhancement of such sensors is limited.

Recently, a three-dimensional (3D) graphene foam fabricated by chemical vapor deposition was explored as DA detection sensor, and showed remarkable sensitivity due to high conductivity of the graphene and large specific surface area from well-defined macroporous structure of the 3D foam.¹¹ ¹² However, this 3D sensor only exhibits selective detection of DA in the presence of UA, attributed to the weak specific interaction of the single electrode material (graphene) with DA. Another shortcoming is that the 3D material needs to be fixed on a supporting substrate to give a final electrochemical electrode, which decreases its flexibility and complicates its fabrication process. Chitosan (CHI) was reported to be a suitable support material with high mechanical strength to stabilize graphene in an electrochemical sensing electrode and provide a favorable interface for graphene-DA interaction.⁹ ¹³ Vacuum stripped graphene (VSG) is composed of interconnected graphene nanoflakes, giving a 3D mesoporous microstructure which significantly increases the active surface area for reactions with small molecules.¹⁴ Polypyrrole (PPy) is an excellent conducting polymer with high stability and good biocompatibility, and hence is suitable for biosensing application.⁶ ⁷ The motivation of the current work is therefore to design and tailor a 3D porous electrode using the above materials, so as to realize an electrode with high active surface area, high conductivity and strong selective interactions with DA, and high flexibility and free-standing ability, to achieve high performance DA sensor with enhanced sensitivity and selectivity.

In this work, we present a new type of hierarchical porous chitosan/vacuum-stripped graphene/polypyrrole (CHI/VSG/PPy) scaffold as a free-standing and flexible DA electrochemical sensor. The three scaffold materials were selected due to their specific interactions with DA and favorable physical properties,⁶ ⁷ ⁹ ¹³ and the hierarchical porous scaffold structure was designed to provide high active surface area.¹⁵ The CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold was prepared via a two-step process. As the electrode substrate, CHI/VSG scaffold was first fabricated using an ice segregation induced self-assembly (ISISA) technique which is a versatile and green bottom-up approach to produce aligned macroporous or layered materials.¹⁶ Briefly, graphite oxide was first prepared via modified hummers’ method¹⁶ ¹⁷ and was then heated at 250 °C for 5 min under vacuum condition to obtain VSG. Homogenous CHI/VSG suspension in a syringe was unidirectionally dipped into liquid nitrogen at a constant dipping rate and then freeze-dried, giving rise to self-supported sponge-like 3D CHI/VSG scaffold with hierarchical porous structure composed of macro pores formed by layered-branched architecture and meso/micropores from porous VSG uniformly covered and
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5 embedded on the macroporous chitosan backbones (Fig. 1a and Fig. S2a). For comparison, pure CHI scaffold was also prepared, and the FESEM image and photograph are shown in Fig. S2b. The 3D CHI/VSG scaffold shows large specific surface area of 258.3 m² g⁻¹ (Fig. S3), high flexibility and good elastic property, which favours high sensitivity, good stability and easy transportability, making it an ideal sensor substrate.

10 Subsequently, PPy was grown on the scaffold using an electropolymerization method (see ESI† for experimental details). The scaffold maintains its 3D sponge-like morphology (inset of Fig. 1b) after PPy loading, with well-aligned layered structure of 50-50 µm layer spacing (Fig. 1b), good flexibility and elastic properties, while its specific surface area slightly decreases to 226.0 m² g⁻¹ compared to the original CHI/VSG scaffold as shown in Fig. S3. The porous VSG is composed of interconnected graphene flakes (Fig. S2a) which fully covers the layered-branched architecture of the scaffolds, forming continuous conduction network which should facilitate fast charge transfer. After incorporation of PPy into the CHI/VSG scaffold, VSG maintains its original porous structure as observed in Fig. 1c and 1d, making the internal surface of VSG available for reaction with DA. From the comparison of high-magnification FESEM images in Fig. 1e and 1f, nanostructured PPy on graphene flakes can be clearly identified for CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold, compared to the graphene flakes of the CHI/VSG scaffold, indicating the successful deposition of PPy on the scaffold. With the good flexible and elastic properties, the CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold can be directly connected with an electrical lead using epoxy as sealant for preparation of free-standing sensing electrode as shown in the inset of Fig. 1b.

5 Subsequently, PPy was grown on the scaffold using an electropolymerization method (see ESI† for experimental details). The scaffold maintains its 3D sponge-like morphology (inset of Fig. 1b) after PPy loading, with well-aligned layered structure of 50-50 µm layer spacing (Fig. 1b), good flexibility and elastic properties, while its specific surface area slightly decreases to 226.0 m² g⁻¹ compared to the original CHI/VSG scaffold as shown in Fig. S3. The porous VSG is composed of interconnected graphene flakes (Fig. S2a) which fully covers the layered-branched architecture of the scaffolds, forming continuous conduction network which should facilitate fast charge transfer. After incorporation of PPy into the CHI/VSG scaffold, VSG maintains its original porous structure as observed in Fig. 1c and 1d, making the internal surface of VSG available for reaction with DA. From the comparison of high-magnification FESEM images in Fig. 1e and 1f, nanostructured PPy on graphene flakes can be clearly identified for CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold, compared to the graphene flakes of the CHI/VSG scaffold, indicating the successful deposition of PPy on the scaffold. With the good flexible and elastic properties, the CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold can be directly connected with an electrical lead using epoxy as sealant for preparation of free-standing sensing electrode as shown in the inset of Fig. 1b.

Fig. 2a shows the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of pure PPy, CHI/VSG and CHI/VSG/PPy scaffolds. The spectrum of PPy exhibits peaks at 3320 cm⁻¹, 1573 cm⁻¹ and 1441 cm⁻¹, corresponding to the N–H, C–C and C–N stretching vibrations in the pyrrole ring, respectively. The peaks at 2983 cm⁻¹ and 2896 cm⁻¹ are associated with the asymmetric stretching and symmetric vibration of CH₂. The peaks centered at 1255 cm⁻¹ and 1022 cm⁻¹ are designated to the C–N stretching and C–H deformation vibrations of PPy. The peaks at 3406 cm⁻¹ and 1721 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum of CHI/VSG are assigned to O–H, C–O stretching vibrations, respectively. C–O stretching along with N–H deformation mode and the stretching vibration mode of the hydroxyl group of chitosan are reflected in the peaks at 1628 cm⁻¹ and 1069 cm⁻¹, respectively. The peak at 1562 cm⁻¹ can be attributed to the C–C skeleton vibration of the carbon rings in graphene. All these characteristic peaks observed from the FTIR spectrum of CHI/VSG/PPy evidence the successful electrochemical polymerization of PPy on CHI/VSG scaffold. We speculate that the peak at 800 cm⁻¹ may be due to the presence of additional bonds formed between the pyrrole radical cations and residual carboxyl groups of VSG during the electrochemical polymerization step.

To investigate the effects of the scaffold materials on the selectivity of the sensor for DA detection, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) measurements were carried out on CHI/VSG and CHI/VSG/PPy electrodes in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) containing 40 µM DA, 0.2 mM AA and 0.2 mM UA. The results in Fig. 2b show that both CHI/VSG and CHI/VSG/PPy electrodes could electrochemically distinguish the voltammetric peaks of DA and UA, which is could be attributed to the strong π-π interaction between graphene basal plane and phenyl ring of
peaks for AA, DA and UA could be observed, with peak potential, peak current and the square root of scan rate. Transfer at the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode in the redox reaction of DA3UA. The separation of DPV peak potentials for AA 3DA was response of DA, and the separation of voltammetric peaks for AA3DA on CHI/VSG (0.098 V) is still larger than that on a graphene modified GCE (~0.05V), interaction with AA and has a strong electrocatalytic activity towards the oxidation of the three species,6, 20, 21 resolving the overlapped voltammetric peaks for AA3DA, the peak separation of DPV peak potentials for AA3DA on CHI/VSG/PPy electrode is attributed to the electrodeposited PPy, which provides a selective interface due to its amine groups (–NH–) for molecular interaction with AA and has a strong electrocatalytic activity towards the oxidation of the three species,6, 20, 21 increasing the DPV peak currents for AA, DA and UA.

To determine the optimal pH for DA sensing performance evaluation, the effect of pH of the buffer solution on the electrochemical behaviour of DA was investigated by varying the pH of the 0.1 M PBS for cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements. As shown in Fig. 3a, a pair of well-defined redox peaks is observed at the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode with the pH from 5.7 to 8.0. Both anodic and cathodic peak potentials ($E_{pa}$ and $E_{pc}$) shift negatively with increasing pH, indicating the existence of proton transfer at the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode in the redox reaction of DA. A linear relationship is observed for the plot of $E_{pa}$ versus pH (inset of Fig.3a), with a slope of $-55$ mV pH$^{-1}$ which is very close to the theoretical value of $-59$ mV pH$^{-1}$, indicating that equal numbers of electrons and protons are involved in the electrochemical reaction of DA at CHI/VSG/PPy electrode. The separation between $E_{pa}$ and $E_{pc}$ ($\Delta E_p$) at different pH falls in the range of 0.103–0.123 V, with minimum $\Delta E_p$ at pH of 6.0. Moreover, the ratio of anodic to cathodic peak current ($i_{pa}/i_{pc}$) varies with pH, with minimum value of 1.04 at pH of 6.0, demonstrating a quasireversible redox reaction and a favourable electron transfer process for DA. As maximum peak current is observed at pH 6.0, PBS solution at this pH was selected for all the electrochemical characterizations of DA.

To study the effect of scan rate on the peak current of DA, CV measurements were carried out in 0.1 M PBS (pH 6.0) containing 40 µM DA by varying the scan rate and the results are shown in Fig. 3b. A linear relationship between peak current and square root of scan rate in the range of 50–300 mV s$^{-1}$ is observed in the inset of Fig. 3b, illustrating that the reaction of DA at CHI/VSG/PPy electrode is a diffusion controlled process,7, 23 which may be attributed to the long diffusion pathway inside the scaffold for DA penetration due to the hierarchical porous structure of CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold.

To determine the calibration curve and DA detection limit of CHI/VSG/PPy electrode, DPV measurements were carried out. Fig. 4 shows the voltammetric responses of CHI/VSG/PPy electrode to the DA with various concentrations from 0.1 to 300 µM. As shown in the calibration curve (inset of Fig. 4), the plot of $i_{pa}$ versus DA concentration shows good linearity in DA concentration range of 0.1-200 µM. The linear regression equation is calculated to be $i_{pa} (\mu A)=0.6347+0.3493 C_{DA}(\mu M)$, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9981 and a detection limit of 19.4 nM ($S/N=3$). The sensitivity of the CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold sensor is normalized to the lateral area of the scaffold for easy comparison with other DA sensors and the normalized sensitivity is 632.1 µA mM$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. The determination of DA was also performed in the presence of 0.2 mM AA (ESI Fig. S4), and the linear regression equation was determined to be $i_{pa}$ (µA)=0.8191+0.3506 C_{DA}(µM), with a correlation coefficient of 0.9976. The slope of the calibration curve obtained in the presence and absence of interfering species are almost the constant, which indicates that the sensor performance was not...
influenced by the interfering molecules. The analytical
performance of the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode outperforms
previously reported graphene modified and/or PPy modified
planar electrode and 3D graphene foam electrode, and exhibits
comparable performance with Au modified electrode (Table 1).
The high sensitivity, good selectivity and wide linear range are
attributed to the large active surface area of the scaffold from its
hierarchical porous structure for extensive reaction with DA,
continuous VSG network for fast charge transfer, strong π-π
interaction between graphene basal plane and phenyl ring of DA
molecules for enhanced voltammetric response and
discrimination of DA from UA, and the selective interface and
functional groups of PPy and CHI for enhanced selective
interaction with DA.

Table 1 Analytical characteristics for electrochemical detection of DA at
different electrodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode</th>
<th>Interferents</th>
<th>Linear range (µM)</th>
<th>Detection limit (nM)</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPyox/GR/GCE a</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>0.5-10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy/GO/GR/GCE b</td>
<td>AA, UA</td>
<td>0.1-150</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR/GR</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>4-100</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR-CHI/GR</td>
<td>AA, UA</td>
<td>5-200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D GR foam</td>
<td>UA</td>
<td>~25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPyox/MWCNT/GCE c</td>
<td>AA, UA</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuNP@SiO2-MIPs d</td>
<td>AA, UA</td>
<td>0.048-50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold</td>
<td>AA, UA</td>
<td>0.1-200</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pre-determined concentrations of standard DA solution were spiked into the corresponding blood serum. The observed high recovery of 98-104 % with small relative standard deviations (RSD) (refer to ESI Table S1) of the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode indicates that the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode is a suitable sensing electrode for the determination of DA in real blood serum samples.

The reproducibility and stability of the CHI/VSG/PPy sensor were evaluated by a continuous DPV scanning of three identical electrodes prepared using same procedure with a time interval of three days (in 0.1 M PBS solution containing 40 µM DA) for two weeks. The RSD of sensitivity to DA is 3.73 %, confirming that the fabrication method was highly reproducible. A slight current drop of 2.67 % was observed during the first three days, and finally 90.08 % of the initial current response remained after two weeks (Fig. S5). The good repeatability and stability of the proposed sensor could be ascribed to the good stability of VSG and the strong interaction between PPy and graphene.

In summary, a metal-catalyst free three dimensional DA electrochemical sensor has been successfully developed based on a novel hierarchical porous CHI/VSG/PPy scaffold prepared via a two-step strategy containing freeze-casting and electrochemical polymerization techniques. Its hierarchical porous structure enlarges the available active surface area of the sensing electrode for the reaction with DA. CHI, utilized as the backbone of the electrode, provides flexible and elastic properties to the free-standing electrode and thus simplifying the electrode fabrication process. The synergistic interactions of the three scaffold components significantly increase the specific voltammetric response of DA and inhibit the interference of UA and AA. Overall, a careful material selection and good scaffold structure design contribute to the superior DA sensing performance of the CHI/VSG/PPy electrode.

Notes and references